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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: September Meet 2017 
Sixth Day: Saturday, September 23, 2017 
Post Time: 6:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 49-16-8-4  33%W, 57%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)MISS COBBLESTONE: Won last race for $25K at Churchill for fun   
(#3)BIG RED SEVEN: Good fit for a quarter; turf-to-dirt angle playable 
(#2)TWIRL GIRL: In deep water in last but wants more ground; cuts back 
(#7)MIZZ TUTU: Cleared “3 lifetime” condition at The Spa; tries open foes 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-2-7 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)FORT FORTITUDE: Firster is well meant for $50K; catches soft crew   
(#6)TWINSANITY: Should get a great stalking trip; dirt form suspect 
(#2)ATHLETIC TEMPER: Will have plenty of company on front-end; drops 
(#5)TIZ FUNNY: Fuels an honest pace; has honest past form in Louisville 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-2-5 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)TROOPER: Improving colt takes significant class drop; tries dirt   
(#1)SOMETHING BIRD: Drops in for a $30K tag; third start of form cycle 
(#4)PEGASUS MOON: Drew one-hole in debut; tighter this time and drops 
(#7)DUBBY DUBBIE: Sitting on a “bullet” gate move for debut; gets Lanerie 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-4-7 
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RACE FOUR 
(#12)EMMPORT: Huge effort out of the box at Saratoga; 12-hole a concern   
(#1)AMERICA’S TALE: She’s bred to love two-turns on grass; saves ground 
(#3)MISS MO MENTUM: Second behind turf SW Orbolution in turf debut 
(#8)QUEENARDINI: Second behind the nice filly Kelly’s Humor on debut 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-1-3-8 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)LIKE A HAINT: Consistent filly is a good fit for a dime; pocket trip? 
(#6)HEAVENLY DAZE: Race sets up for her late kick; 6F too short? 
(#7)RACEY REECEY: Placed in 50% of her starts this year; gets in light 
(#8)NATCHEZ PASS: Second in nine-of-19 lifetime; creeps up in class 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-7-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)CROSSWALK: City Zip colt will be tighter this time; holds all the aces   
(#5)BEST OF GREELEY: Professional debut run; overlay at 8-1 on M.L. 
(#11)PAYNE: $150K Paynter colt sports a consistent, gap-free work tab 
(#12)ETERNAL FORCE: Sire’s get are precocious; wide draw the x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-11-12 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)BELTWAY: Has great local form; cut out for two-turns on dirt   
(#2)UNBRIDLED EAGLE: Time off has agreed with him; first start for tag 
(#10)ROCK SHANDY: 3rd behind top choice in last; better on dirt—gelded 
(#5)YOUNG AMEREICAN: Broke maiden for fun locally; on the drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-10-5 
 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#2)BINGO KITTEN: Race sets up for his late kick; mows them down late   
(#11)GORSE: Love the cutback in distance; likes the Matt Winn Course 
(#6)GET A VALENTINE: Barn going well of late; gets perfect stalking trip? 
(#10)CREATIVE COURAGE: Beat two next-out winners in maiden score 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-11-6-10 
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RACE NINE—Dogwood Stakes (Listed) 
(#8)FARRELL: Gets perfect setup stalking a hot pace; great post draw   
(#5)TOO MUCH TIP: Gray has won six-of-nine lifetime; exits graded stakes 
(#12)JORDAN’S HENNY: Route-to-sprint, turf-to-dirt; will be rolling late 
(#10)NO MORE BABIES: Fleet-of-foot filly is the speed of the speed; value 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-5-12-10 
 
 
RACE TEN—The President of the United Arab Emirates Cup (G1) 
(ARABIANS) 
(#8)PADDYS DAY A: Defending champ has won 22-of-33 lifetime   
(#9)EASTER MAN A: Beat the top choice the last two times they’ve met 
(#3)THESS IS AWESOME A: Like the rider change to Lanerie; blinkers-off 
(#1)KAO MALOAN SWA A: Gets a ground-saving trip; Calvin Borel on rail 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-9-3-1 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#10)ROBERTO GATO: Undefeated going seven-eighths; capable fresh   
(#1)SOLITARY RANGER: Two-pronged class drops suits; 7F in wheelhouse 
(#9)RICHIE THE BULL: Dangerous if able to repeat effort 4-back for $40K 
(#7)BETTING MCCANN CAN: California invader is fast, but a tick cheap 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-1-9-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


